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Toronto in the late 1970s was one of the last avant-gardes. In the internet 
era and age of social media, the conditions for the underground seem 
no longer possible. Instant availability and constant communication of 
cultural products, uploaded and downloaded by the democratic mob, are 
not receptive to singular events that need be sustained in settings of quasi-
secrecy in small rooms on side streets. Truly, it is no analogous coincidence 
how well Roland Barthes’ Camera Lucida, published in 1980, marks the 
division between the “that has been” of the analogue print and our digital 
age. The turn of the decade, 1980, that’s really the end of my story. From 
the perspective of here and now, this “that has been” is no lament for a lost 
art scene that formed in a few short years in Toronto in the 1970s, then 
dissolved. But in a sense, you had to be there to recognise how analogue 
our experience of it was. You had to walk the mean streets of Toronto’s 
abandoned warehouse district on nights of its heat-blasted summers and 
dread winters on your way to a performance or video screening to feel how 
real it was, how material the feel of the buildings and streets. Looking back 
on archival photographs of downtown Toronto streetscapes then (in a bleak 
economic period, moreover), you realise how dour and grey it was. And so 
too was the art, shades of grey and black—all those video and photographs 
that render this scene, not to be contradictory, vivid for us today, definitely 
not dour. They were, place and product, a dialogue. The art scene was a 
precinct, a place you had to enter, but not be policed. But an underground 
would not be a scene unless it disseminated itself through these very images 
of itself. Disseminated itself and was received from afar. And drew people 
to it. This is also the story of the Toronto art community.

In a sense, what follows is a story, a story with a cast of characters. These 
characters are pictured in video, photography, and print—not necessarily 
as portraits but rather as performers. The cast repeats, almost as if in a soap 
opera, with name and identity changes. Artists reappear performing in 
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their own work and acting in others. This is a thing that makes Toronto 
distinctive, not just this co-operative production or staging (that also existed 
behind the scenes in artists shooting friends’ works, for instance), but also 
the fictional image artists sustained of an art scene before it was recognised as 
one—and that helped usher it in. To be more exact, the reason it came into 
being, performatively. In this ‘fiction’ we discover a collective portrait of an 
art scene and also an image of its making.

Some would contend that it is not the performances of this fiction 
but the places of primary production that Toronto artists collectively 
constructed—the so-called artist-run system—that is the real story. 
Construction not construal. Certainly, artists would say this. “We, the 
producers, are the ones to write this history, not those, secondary to the  
scene, who call themselves writers.” This ethos of primary production, 
unfortunately, has not issued in a history—and this is a problem that 
writers have to take up. As important as the artist-run system was, my aim 
is not to document it. If at times I err on the side of ironic ambiguity over 
political earnestness, by which you could sometimes identify these opposing 
sides—fictional performance and primary production, respectively—I 
would only be intervening historically in the conflicted real-time ‘soap 
opera’ of that past scene. For given Toronto’s resistance to history, to the 
writing of its history, it is necessary to first mythologise a scene before you 
can write a history of it. We need to make a moment iconic as much as its 
individuals. So Is Toronto Burning? deals with this collective moment when 
the Toronto art scene imagined and created itself.

There would be no invention without contention. Here the title 
resonates. For in these three short years—1977, 1978, 1979—Toronto 
would make, then unmake, and remake itself again. A penchant for 
posing was countered by a fashion for politics, the posturing of which 
was at times volatile and factional. Performativity and politics, in their 
mutual conviviality and contestation, together the two would fashion 
an art scene.


